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Abstract: Mastering the Material Handling System in manufacturing is a crucial issue. According to(Hellmann et al., 2019), the costs of Material Handling activities range from 15% to 70% of totalmanufacturing costs depending on the kind of production. This paper discusses the selection of MaterialHandling Equipment for manufacturing plants. The selection of such equipment and their level ofautomation plays a significant role in the success of a material handling system definition, which influencesthe manufacturing performances. Through an analysis of the literature and field studies conducted withindustrial companies, a selection methodology and a consistent list of criteria are proposed. A multi-criteriadecision technique based on AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) is proposed to realize the selection. Theproposition is implemented in a demonstrator software tool and illustrated on a simple example.
Keywords: Manufacturing systems, Material Handling Equipment Selection, Criteria Identification andSelection, Multi-criteria decision making, Analytic Hierarchy Process.

1. INTRODUCTION
Material Handling in a manufacturing context is known to bea difficult task for operators. This difficulty can be solved byusing appropriate Material Handling Equipment (MHE) e.g.forklifts, Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV), etc. Suchequipment can reduce the physical effort and sometimes thecognitive workload needed to perform the operations. Havingappropriate MHE in a plant leads to increase the productionactivities efficiency and the occupational safety.
MHE in the context of this paper is considered as a fraction ofa complex structure, which is known as the Material HandlingSystem (MHS). MHS is defined as the interacting and/orindependent MHE that form a unified whole (Stephens andMeyers, 2013). In the literature, MHS design problems arehighly concentrated on MHE Selection problem (Saputro etal., 2015). This problem consists in selecting the rightequipment for the appropriate activity. In this work, weprimarily focus on this aspect. The idea is to evaluate differentMHE alternatives according to many criteria (financialcriteria, production criteria, etc.). Such evaluation allows tochoose one solution that satisfies the specific requirements ofthe company. Works in the literature only focus on somerestrained sets of criteria and in most of identified industrialcontexts, the relevant criteria are numerous and difficult tomerge. Moreover the relevance of these criteria varies fromone study to the other. Therefore, a first contribution of thispaper consists of identifying and characterizing all thesecriteria.
To characterize these criteria and their relevancy, five fieldstudies were conducted at different manufacturers plant (aconstruction machinery manufacturer, a semiconductormanufacturer, a metal wire parts manufacturer, a specificscrewing solution manufacturer and a fastening part

manufacturer). Interviews were conducted about the mostused criteria in selecting Material Handling within eachcompany.
After identifying and characterizing the possible criteria, oursecond contribution consists of proposing a two levelsmethodology for the MHE selection problem. The first levelis selecting MHE category and the second one is about MHEmodel selection. For illustration purposes, AHP is used for theevaluation in both selection levels. In each step, the possiblecriteria that were identified are proposed. Finally, for proof ofconcept, an implementation of the methodology is proposedon a demonstrator application.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows, a literaturereview onMHE Selection Problem is given in the next section.Afterwards, the methodology proposal is discussed and thedifferent steps are explained. Then, the description of thedemonstrator is given. Final conclusions are summarized inthe last section.

2. MHE Selection Problem
(Saputro et al., 2015) gave an overview of MHE Selectionapproaches, methods and tools. They reviewed 42 papers andidentified three distinct levels of MHE selection:

 High level: MHE selection problem is focused onseeking a suitable MHE among the categories, e.g.conveyor, AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle),forklifts, etc.
 Intermediate level: MHE Selection problem isfocused on seeking a suitable type of MHE within acategory, e.g. selecting the best alternatives of amongconveyors category (chute or wheel or roller).



 Low level: MHE Selection problem is focused onseeking a suitable model of MHE within a type, e.g.selecting the best alternatives among hand pallettruck types in terms of dimension.
Despite the fact that MHE Selection Problem is usuallydiscussed in the literature, some limits related to the way thisproblem is being addressed can be spotted; the three levels ofMHE Selection are mainly treated separately. Although theoverall objective of MHE Selection problem is to find theappropriate MHE model for a given Material handlingactivity/activities.
Identifying the possible criteria for MHE is a necessary stepthat affects the final choice. However, the criteria used in theliterature are sometimes not representative or limited. Fromseventeen articles, we noticed that the average number ofcriteria is about 14 criteria. e.g. in (Gaur et al. 2020), theauthors relied only on seven criteria (safety, cost, maintenance,standardization, capacity, flexibility, space utilization).Furthermore, it is noticeable that in some articles, thecategories of criteria are limited e.g. in (Karande et al. 2013)the authors used a list of six criteria that were affected intotwo categories: costs and characteristics. Therefore, the firstobjective of this work is to identify and characterize thecriteria used in the literature and in industrial field studiesbefore addressing the selection method.
Saputro et al. also identified three main MHE Selectionapproaches: Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)approach, Artificial intelligence approach, and optimizationapproach. Artificial intelligence approach is applied usingknowledge basis and simulates the intelligence of experts(Saputro et al., 2015). Optimization approach aims to achieveoptimal solution corresponding to quantitative goals, it isusable when all criteria can be quantified. In their review,authors identified that MCDM approaches were used in 32articles out of 42. It is known to be effective in tacklingalternatives under human's judgment. The methodologyproposed in this work consists of combining the three levels(cited above) of MHE Selection. We propose in each level a

list of potential criteria and evaluate the expert choice using aMCDM method.
3. Methodology for MHE Selection

The proposed methodology is illustrated on figure 1 as adecision support process. Compared to the literature, theobjective is to provide an adapted set of criteria depending onthe case and the level of the MHE Selection.
This methodology addresses the decision levels identified in(Saputro et al., 2015) and is composed of two mainconsecutive steps: MHE category selection and MHE modelselection. In MHE category selection two decisions levelswere combined (high and intermediate decision level) due tothe high resemblance of the criteria used in these levels. Eachlevel of decision (Category selection, model selection) usesthe following steps:

 Criteria categories definition and comparison: This sub-step analyses thoroughly the aspects that are needed forthe MHE Selection. A list of categories that can be used isproposed in the following section. Once the list is defined,an importance comparison is done between each category.
 Criteria definition and comparison: In this sub-step thedecision-maker has to identify a list of criteria for eachcategory. A list of criteria is proposed in the followingsection as well. Once this list is defined, a pairwisecomparison is made between each criterion.
 Alternatives definition and comparison: In this final sub-step, the decision-maker has to define a list of MHEalternatives. Then comes the evaluation of thesealternatives according to each criterion. Once this step isdone, an overall priority ranking is obtained.
3.1 Criteria identification
The identification of the right criteria is an important stepbefore the evaluation and the selection of the best suitedalternatives. The alternative solutions are then compared usinga MCDM approach.

Fig. 1. Methodology to select the appropriate MHE for the design of MHS



278 criteria were identified in our study; 235 criteria from 17articles that addressed different levels of MHE Selection (forspace sparing issue these articles are listed in the “referenceused for criteria selection“ section) and 43 criteria from fivefield studies conducted through interviews and plant walk-through within different industries. It can be noticed that theaverage number of criteria used in each literature paper isabout 14 criteria, meanwhile for the field studies, it is about 9criteria. All these criteria were then classified along theirusability into two distinct levels of MHE Selection: Low level,high & intermediate level. Then, a second classification wasperformed to affect each criterion to a specific category.
Since, it is not relevant to propose all these criteria to adecision maker, a correlation analysis was conducted toanalyse the relation between the criteria of each category. Asa result 61 criteria were retained as shown from table 1 and 2.Colors are used to show the origins of the criteria;

 Orange cells show the criteria that were used only inthe industrial studies.
 Blue cells show the criteria revealed by the industrialfields studies analysis and never seen in the literature,but that were not formulated as criteria by theinterviewees in their MHE selection.
 Green cells show the common criteria used in boththe literature and the industrial field studies.
 Non-colored cells represent the criteria that wereonly used in the literature.

It is thus interesting to observe that both industrial andliterature practices may progress with the results of our study.It is important to see that many important aspects in industrialfields (blue and orange cells) were ignored in the literature.And that industrial practices may benefit from literaturesuggestions. Moreover, it is interesting to observe that criteriawere revealed in discussion with the practitioners, but notexplicitly used in their processes.
The criteria of MHE category selection, which focus onseeking a suitable MHE among the categories (AGV, forklift,conveyor, ...), seem to be mainly related to the analysis of theMaterial handling activity. According to (Heragu et al. 2016),this analysis can be done through material, move, and methodaspects;

Material aspect regroups the criteria that determine thecharacteristics of the material to be moved.
Move aspect regroups the criteria that define when andwhere the move is to be made.
Method aspect defines the way of handling the materials.
Throughout the five field studies and the literature, weconcluded that five categories are needed to make decisionsrelated to the MHE category selection: Material, Handling,Control & interaction, Facility constraints, and finally thehuman factor (see table 1). The decision should then be moreprecise than with (Heragu et al. 2016) approach.

Table 1. Criteria for MHE category selection

Category Criteria Definition

Material

Type It can be unit load, bulkmaterial, fluid, or gas
Shape It can be regular, irregular, orvariable
Volume The volume of the material
Nature It can be fragile, sturdy, orbulky
Quantity The quantity of the material tobe handled
Weight The weight of the material

Handling

Handling type It can be Loading/unload,feeding, moving, positioning
Distance The distance to be travelledfrom source to destination
Direction It can be horizontal, very slight,slight, medium, high, very highand extremely high
Course It can be straight, curved andright angle
Transfer frequency It can be very low, low,medium, medium–high, highand very high
Path It can be fixed or variable
Level It can be floor level, over heightin horizontal, over height invertical, or over height ininclined directions

Control &interaction

Mechanical LoA The required Level ofautomation for the physical task
Cognitive LoA The required Level ofautomation for the cognitivetask
Control method It can be automatic, manual, andself
Ease ofimplementation The ease with which theequipment can be implemented
User-friendliness The ease with which theequipment can be used

Facilityconstraints

Facility’sequipment height the height of the facility’sequipment (e.g. rack,machines...)
Doorway height the height of the doorway
Clear height of thefacility the clear height of the facility
Aisle accessibility The available aisles in the plantand their width
Traffic The impact of the equipment onthe traffic
Obstacle The existence of obstacles thatmight block the movement ofthe equipment

Human factor Acceptance of The operator's acceptability of



change the equipment
Control skills Operator skills for the control ofthe equipment
Maintenance skills The maintenance skills neededfor the equipment

On the other hand, the criteria of MHE model selection wereaffected into six groups: Operational, Technical, Economical,Supplier, Ergonomics, and Environmental (see table 2).
Table 2. Criteria for MHE model selection

Category Criteria Definition

Operational

Safety Safety of the operators,equipment, and products
Control skills The control skills needed forthe exploitation of theequipment
Traffic The impact of the equipmenton the cross traffic
Capacity flexibility The potential to handlevariation of the productionvolume
Maintainability The ease with which theequipment can be maintained
Power and spacerequirements The power and spacemandatory conditions toexploit the equipment
Supervisioneasiness The ease with which theequipment can be supervised(e.g. the ability to track theequipment’s localisation)
Operationalflexibility The ability to do diversehandling operations
Arrangementflexibility The ability to change thepositioning of the equipment
Integration to theinformationsystem

The ease with which theequipment can be integratedto the information system of acompany
Behaviourpredictability The predictability of theequipment's behaviour in caseof new events (e.g. blockedpath)

Technical

Capacity The amount of materials thatcan be handled by theequipment
Speed The speed that can be reachedwith the equipment
Equipment width The width of the equipment
Equipment weight The weight of the equipment
Maintenance The schedule of maintenanceneeded to preserve the

equipment

Economical

Maintenance cost The costs incurred to keep theMHE in operation
Purchasing cost The cost of the equipment
Installation cost The expenses that areincurred due to theinstallation of the equipmentin the plant
Operating cost The costs related to theutilization of the equipment
End-of-use value The value of the equipmentwhen it's ultimately used
ROI Return on investment

Supplier

Guarantee and aftersale service The guarantee and the qualityof after sales service offeredby the supplier
Supplier relations The quality of the relation(e.g. the duration of thecontract)
Supplier reputation The reputation of themanufacturer
Supplier's location The location of themanufacturer

Ergonomics

Vibration The vibration generated fromthe use of MHE
Noise The noise generated from theuse of MHE
Space for worker The space left for themovement of the operators
User-friendliness The ease with which theequipment can be used

Environmental

Power usage The power consumption ofthe equipment
End-of-usehazardous waste The waste generated by theultimate use of the materialhandling equipment
In-use hazardouswaste The waste generated duringuse of the material handlingequipment
Supplier'senvironmentalbehavior and image

The image of themanufacturer towards theenvironment
3.2 Multi-Criteria Decision Method
The MHE selection problem can be seen as a hierarchicalproblem (as shown in Fig. 1). To answer the selectionobjective problem cited at the top of the hierarchy, a group ofcriteria are proposed in the next level. Different alternativeshave to be evaluated according to each criterion. Thisevaluation process can be applied using different techniquessuch as the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method. We



focus on AHP as one of he most commonly used MCDMmethod. It includes both qualitative and quantitative aspects(Hellmann et al., 2019). It converts the problem into ahierarchical structure, where the objective is at the top level,followed by several assessment criteria. These criteria arejudged over various alternatives to achieve the best solution(Agarwal & Bharti, 2018). AHP method is based on pairwisecomparison matrices which can be used for measuring theimportance of criteria (Saputro et al., 2016), and alsoevaluating alternatives according to each criterion. ApplyingAHP in our context can be summarized in four steps:
1. First, the problem is modelled as a hierarchycontaining the decision goal (MHE category selectionor MHE model selection), the alternatives forreaching it (MHE categories or MHE models of onespecific category), and the criteria categories andtheir sub-criteria for evaluating the alternatives.
2. Establish priorities for each level of the obtainedhierarchy by making series of pairwise comparisons.Here the preference of the user among criteria iscaptured.
3. The synthesis of the judgements to obtain a set ofglobal priorities for the hierarchy. The verification ofthe consistency of judgement.
4. The choice of one alternative based on the results.

For further details about AHP, see (Gaur and Ronge, 2020).Pairwise comparison in this method considers the qualitativeand quantitative measures.
In the context of MHE selection, the category given in tables1 and 2 are used to define the hierarchy of the problem. Thesecategories are selected and compared by the decision-maker.Then, the second level of the hierarchy is described using thecriteria given in table 1 and 2 (also inter compared). Once theproblem hierarchy is set, each alternatives are evaluatedagainst the selected criteria for quantitative ones and pairwisecompared for qualitative ones (the comparison isautomatically done for quantitative criteria). A ranking isresulted from this process. The qualitative evaluation can beapplied for the MHE category selection where the experts’judgements is highly required. On the other hand, the MHEmodel selection can be done using both qualitative andquantitative evaluation.

4. MHE Selection Tool & Illustration
For illustration purposes, we take the example of a companythat was interviewed in the field study and wants to invest ina MHE for the transportation of heavy metal boxes full ofscrews. In this example, the MHE category selection is neededsince the problem is to select a type of technology (Conveyorbelt, AIV, forklift, ...). In this context, six criteria are selectedfrom table 1: weight and type from Material Criteria, courseand transfer frequency from Handling Move Criteria, and aisleaccessibility and traffic from Facility Constraints Criteria.
A JAVA interface is developed to deploy the proposedmethodology. It processes as follows. The program starts byproposing two choices MHE category selection and MHEmodel selection. Once the choice is done the user (decision

maker) has to select the criteria categories from the proposedlist followed by a comparison of these categories. Later on, alist of criteria is proposed for each category, the user has tokeep the criteria needed for the MHE Selection and onceagain, has to compare the criteria. Afterwards, the user gets tochoose the alternatives, compare between them according toeach criterion (see Fig 2) and finally gets the score and rankingof each alternative.
The program also displays details about the differentcomputations that are done to reach the final results. e.g. inFig 3 the program shows the matrix of pairwise comparisonthat was done for alternatives according to Weight criterionand the consistency of the comparison. At the end, the JAVAprogram displays the score and rank of each alternative (seeFig 4). In this case, the Belt conveyor obtained a score of 37%,while the AGVs got 36%, the decision maker has the abilityto pick one of these alternatives based on his judgement.

Fig. 2. Alternatives comparison

Fig. 3. Pairwise comparison of alternatives according to onecriterion

Fig. 4. Results of the decision process
5. CONCLUSIONS

The overall goal of this work is to propose a consistentmethodology for the MHE Selection Problem and a list of



criteria that can be used for this problem. The selection can bemade at two analysis levels: MHE category selection andMHE model selection. For each kind, a potential list of criteriawere identified from 17 articles and industrial case studies.These criteria are classified into different categories. Theliterature and field analysis have shown that it does not exista unique list of criteria for any MHE selection problems. Itdemonstrates that some criteria are lacking in the currentliterature and that field practices are ignoring some of literatureadvises. This work considers that criteria selection depends oneach case characteristics and provide two carefully constructedsets of criteria. These criteria and related category are used inan AHP to aid the decision of MHE selection.
Such decisions require the intervention of more than oneperson, for future development, a multi-person MCDM shouldbe included in the methodology. A real case application of theproposed methodology should be conducted for validationpurposes. additionally, it could be efficient to propose apreselection of relevant criteria based on the case/companycharacteristics. Namely, the precise identification of companycompetitive priorities mixed with Material Handling activityfeatures give good insights about the most important criteria.This statement was also confirmed in a study on analyzingLevel of Automation in manufacturing made by (Säfsten etal., 2007) which claims that manufacturing strategies anddecisions should support the competitive priorities of thecompany.
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